SHORELINE SURVEY OF PARCEL 50
OF TAX MAP KEY (2) 1-7-001
BEING A PORTION OF GRANT 3212 TO KAMA
SITUATED AT KALEPA AND MOKUA, KAPOO, HANA, ISLAND AND COUNTY
OF MAUI, STATE OF HAWAII

PARCEL 50
6.533 ACRES

NOTES:
1. THIS MAP IS BASED ON AN ACTUAL FIELD SURVEY PERFORMED ON FEBRUARY 16, 2022.
2. AZIMUTHS AND COORDINATES REFERENCED TO GOVERNMENT TRIANGULATION STATION "MOKUI".
3. FIGURES SHOWN THIS X INDICATE THE LETTER OF THE PHOTOGRAPH AND THE POSITION AND DIRECTION IN WHICH IT WAS TAKEN.
4. NO ACCESS TO THE OCEAN DUE TO STEEP SEA CLIFF.
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